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MINUTE OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE MEETING 

held on Wednesday 2
nd

 September 2020 at 16:00 using the Microsoft Teams Platform 
 

Present 

 

Mr Andrew Kerr (Chair) 

Mr Jim McGillivray 

Mr Blair Sandison 

Mr Magnus Davidson 

Mr Andrew 

 

In attendance 

 

 

Mr Donald MacBeath 

Mr Joe Wright, HR Manager and Deputy Director 

Mr Struan Mackie, Secretary to the Board 

 
  Preliminaries 

 

  The Chair welcomed members to the meeting.  

   

 1. Apologies 

  No apologies had been lodged with the Board Secretary. 

   

 2. Declarations of Interest 

  Members were invited to submit a declaration of interest in any item on the agenda.  No declarations 

were made, and members were reminded that a declaration could be made at any point throughout 

the meeting as appropriate. 

   

 3. Draft Minute of the Previous Meeting (10 June 2020) 

  The minutes of the previous meeting were corrected to read ‘Unison’ and not ‘Union’ on Page 2 of 

the minute. Having been amended, the minute was proposed by the Chair and seconded by Mr 

Davidson. 

 

   

 4. Actions / Matters arising from the previous meeting 

   

No actions were arising from the previous meeting. 

   

 5. 

 

HR Report 

 

  The HR Manager informed Committee that the College had furloughed proportionally large numbers 

of staff due to the pandemic. With the job retention scheme now being phased out, North Highland 

College staff were now returning from furlough and will be ‘on duty’ from the 1
st

 of September. A 

number of redeployments have been made, citing the refectory staff undertaken work for the site 

facilities team to support backlog and campus improvement activity. 

 

The protocol for staff being ‘on-campus’ was communicated to Committee, with the HR Manager 

stressing that staff were expected to be on a need-to-be basis. The ongoing work to ensure COVID-19 

protocol was being progressed and this would take further importance as more staff returned to on-

campus working.  DSE equipment in particular has been highlighted as an area where further work 
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must be carried out.  

 

 

Staff Survey 

Mr Sandison inquired whether the Colleges HR team had a grasp of the general moral of staff at this 

time. The HR Manager noted that this was difficult to ascertain as the COVID-19 environment has led 

to a change in engagement with staff, but that the staff survey has yielded a number of responses 

that provide a valuable insight into staff views. The College Principal informed Committee that he 

believed the survey had been a very valuable exercise, particularly with the acknowledgement that 

workload management is a real strain across the College. The Committee Chair noted that the 

responses were a valuable resource and that although there were clearly areas for action, much of 

the wider COVID-19 impacts reflected in the survey were consistent with workplaces across the 

economy.  

 

Committee noted that the future of work for the North Highland College could be potentially very 

different to pre-COVID19 working. Decisions being made were largely short term but once the fourth 

phase of restrictions were lifted, longer term planning could be conducted.  

 

National Bargaining Update 

The HR Manager outlined the current position in relation to national bargaining, noting the 

outstanding pay claims with the EIS and Unison. HR practitioners have been asked to consult with 

Unions in order to articulate their plans with local members of the trade union bodies. Committee 

was informed that is appeared that there was a disconnect between the local and national messaging 

on pay claims. Going forward, it was noted that the reprofiling of roles was being widely considered 

within the college sector – with the use of instructors over lecturers. The College Principal stressed 

that adjustments would only be possible after a thorough review of the delivery of courses and would 

not be done if acting independently, ie. not undertaking a process of reprofiling without the support 

of other partner colleges. 

 

Local TU Issues 

The HR Manager circulated the local TU meeting agenda which included COVID-19 issues and 

returning to work. The local recognition agreement was up for review and both the College and the 

trade union representatives has been agreed and this will be in place for a further three years. Annual 

leave carry over, as stipulated for key workers, was also outlined and the HR Manager noted that this 

has now been largely resolved.  

 

 

Recruitment 

The HR Manager noted the Employee Turnover Report as per the Committee papers.  

 

Committee noted the report. At this time the HR Manager left the meeting.  

 

 

 6. Risk Register 

  The College Principal provided an overview of the current corporate risk profile for the area of 

‘staffing’ as presented in the report, noting the continued addition of a COVID-19 pandemic risk 

register and that the HR Manager had drawn on a number of the risk areas in detail.  

 

Staffing  

The College Principal noted that staff appraisals continued to be an area in the ‘red zone’, with 

performance management arrangements being a long-standing issue – with difficulty in ensuring a 

level of compliance with the performance management system. A UHI-wide initiative was 

communicated as a potential positive development, but significant work will need to be undertaken 

before this is deployed. 
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Information recorded in College minutes are subject to release under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 

2002 (FOI(S)A).  Certain exemptions apply: financial information relating to procurement items still under tender, 

legal advice from College lawyers, items related to national security.   

 

Notes taken to help record minutes are also subject to Freedom of Information requests, and should be destroyed as 

soon as minutes are approved. 

 

Status of Minutes Open   Closed   

 

An open item is one over which there would be no issues for the College in releasing the information to the public in 

response to a freedom of information request.   

 

A closed item is one that contains information that could be withheld from release to the public because an 

exemption under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 applies.   

 

The College may also be asked for information contained in minutes about living individuals, under the terms of the 

Data Protection Act 1988.  It is important that fact, rather than opinion, is recorded.   

 

Do the minutes contain items which may be contentious under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1988?  

Yes   No   

 

Signed by the Chair _______________________________________ 

 

Date ___________________________________________________ 

The financial pressures that the college sector is currently experiencing has put added significance on 

the outcomes of national bargaining. The College Principal noted that the HR Manager had 

adequately laid out the position in his report and that this was the basis of the risk rating. 

 

Lastly, the College Principal noted that leadership and transition was an emerging risk, noting that his 

last duties would come to an end in September. Not prejudicing future leadership arrangements, the 

College Principal noted that the role was an important one and that it was. The Chair of the Board of 

Management informed Committee that it was likely that interim arrangements would be in place for 

some time and the Deputy Principal would assume these duties. The College Secretary provided a 

brief update to Committee on the arrangements for permanent recruitment, noting that a 

procurement outcome was imminent and the College’s recruitment partner would be named in due 

course.  

 

   

  Date of next Meeting: 18
th

 November 2020 

   

  There being no other business the meeting was closed at 17:12. 
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Actions Arising from the Meeting of the 

 Human Resources Committee 2 September 2020 

 

 

 

 
 

Action Description Responsible Person 

 

 

 

 
No actions arising from the 2nd of September meeting. 
 

 

   

 

HR0901 

 
HR Manager to bring forward a report on North Highland 
College salary reviews for service managers. 
 
*Action outwith Committee cycle 
 

 

HR Manager 
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Proposal for HR Committee Meeting 
 
To be held on: 18th November 2020  
Subject:                  HR Report 
Purpose:                To update the HR Committee on a range of HR Issues 
Recommendation: see below 
 

 
1. Background 
 
HR Report attached for the period ending 31st October 2020      

 
2. Current Situation 
 
This report includes information about a range of HR issues  
 
3. Proposals  
 
None 
 
4. Consultation 
 
Informal TU Consultation has taken place in relation to potential Redundancy.   
 
5. Resource Implications 

 
The resource implications of National Bargaining agreements have been set before  
the full Board of management previously and lie outwith this Committee’s remit.   
 
 
6. Benefits 

 
N/A   
 
7. Risks 
 
None identified 
 
8. Equality and Diversity issues 
 
None 
 
9. Conclusion 
  
The Committee is asked to approve the report.   
 
 
Prepared by: Joe Wright     Date: 10th November 2020 
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1. Staffing Update – Coronavirus 
 

The COVID situation appears to be deteriorating, leading to further uncertainty for 
staff and increased planning and reporting requirements.   
 
To date, we have experienced only one employee positive test, with several 
returning negative tests.   
 
There is increasing pressure on employers to provide additional support with 
wellbeing, mental health and home-working costs.  We have already been providing 
increased support with ICT, office equipment etc, as a result of the findings of the 
staff survey.  A small group of champions are now setting up some social gatherings 
on-line, to see if this proves to be a popular measure.   
 
We have one difficult current scenario with canteen staff being currently redeployed 
to our site services team to assist with general COVID duties (hygiene, people 
management etc).  We will inevitably have to further delay the opening of the 
canteen, perhaps as far ahead as August 2021 – leaving us with a long-term and 
uncertain potential redundancy scenario to manage.   
 
2. National Bargaining Update 
 

National Bargaining 

Update.docx
 

 
 Paper 1 (2,3 enc). 
 
 
3. Local TU Meetings/Issues 

 

With the impact of COVID now extending into mid-2021, we have had to consult with 
and extend (as an alternative to redundancy) the redeployment of 5 canteen staff.  
One of the team had previously notified us that she did not wish to accept the 
redeployment assignment and she is in currently in the process of being made 
redundant.    We have continued to consult with UNISON since the scenario 
emerged in September. 
 
There have been no formal local TU Meetings in the period.   
 
4. Salary Review Process – Middle Management 

 
The College undertook its own internal Job Evaluation scoring exercise in 2014/15.  
Having undertaken the scoring stage only, the Board of Management decided to sign 
up to the NRPA in 2016.  At that point, we were advised by the NJNC that the 
exercise was expected to take 12 – 18 months to complete.  This has turned out to 
be a wildly inaccurate estimate, with the likely overall timescale now looking like 5-6 
years.   
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We decided, based upon the initial advice, NOT to pursue the local scheme further 
and to wait for the National Scheme to be completed.  I believe this was ratified by 
the BoM at the time.  There were a small number of anomalies placed before the 
PRG at the time, which we did have the opportunity to correct.  One of these was 
that middle management roles had all scored similarly in the internal exercise and, 
therefore, could be considered to be one job family – however, there were significant 
differentials in the pay levels across the group (c£5,000 in range).   
 
Due (largely) to the proximity of the imminent national scheme and also to avoid any 
accusations of favouring managers over other support staff, PRG elected not to 
address this anomaly at the time.   
 
There is, therefore, no alternative salary review process for Middle Managers at the 
College – they are included in the Support Staff bargaining group.  This means that 
they are in scope for the National Job Evaluation exercise, which has been ongoing 
since 2016.  Any outcomes from this exercise will be effective from 1st September 
2018.   
 
Lecturers are not included in the current Job Evaluation exercise, but they will have 
to be evaluated at some point.  They have, however, been subject to a 
harmonisation exercise to place them on the same terms and conditions enjoyed by 
the College’s highest paying College (NESCOL) – but this was not based upon any 
evaluation of the lecturing role. It is often misunderstood as a JE exercise and 
expectations amongst support staff, stoked by TU aspirations, is that they will see a 
similarly large increase in their salaries.   
 
Senior Managers were subject to an independent review last year and the outcomes 
of this were also implemented from 1st September 2018.  This approach was 
predicated on the erosion of salary differentials between lecturing staff/managers 
and Senior Managers, post harmonisation – but Senior staff are not (at this point) in 
scope for Job Evaluation so the Board chose to undertake the independent review to 
address the problem (in line with most other Colleges). 
 
It is a regrettable consequence of the lecturer harmonisation exercise that middle-
managers have perceived detriment compared to lecturers, with whom their pay-
scales compared similarly.  In some cases, the differential has been up to £8k p/a.  
Ergo, the feelings of being poorly treated.   
 
The previous Principal has been approached several times by some affected 
managers, seeking a review, but held that line that any differentials (across the 
sector) for support staff should be managed through JE.   
 
5. AOCB 
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Lecturing Side 

 

2020/21 Lecturing Pay Claim 

Lecturers have accepted a 2% pay-offer, made by Management in September.  This will 

be implemented in the November salary run. 

Instructor/Lecturing Roles 

Some Colleges have taken the decision to restructure their teaching arrangements to 
reduce the number of lecturing posts required.  Simultaneously, they have created a 
number of “educator” posts, which they intend to install with non-lecturing terms and 
conditions. 
 
EIS previously lodged a formal national trades dispute relating to the proposed use of non-
lecturer roles for teaching in Colleges.  EIS claimed that this is in breach of the National 
Agreement, as it undermines the work of the General Teaching Council for Scotland.    

 
The Employers do not consider that any such breach exists and that the matter is for 
determination at local level.  EIS have now organised meetings in two Colleges to garner 
support for potential industrial action.   
 
Facility Time 

EIS have contested the National Facility time allocation – this was reduced last year when 
the NWPA was established.  EIS have been asked to submit an evidence-based paper 
before the Employers are willing to discuss further – this has not happened.  Employers 
side have increased the allocation to 12 days per year (with further flexibilities, as 
required).  There may be a verbal update following the Employers Association meeting.     
 
NB – There is no National Agreement on local facility time arrangements.   
 
General 
 
Disputes continue to arise across the sector relating to differing interpretations of the 
National bargaining agreements relating to class contact, travelling-time, permanency and 
negotiating scope. 
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Support Staff 
 

UNISON has rejected the Management pay offer of 2%.  Management have not agreed to 
any of the other elements of the pay claim (attached). 
 

Pay Claim - 

UNISON.pdf
          paper 2                                                                                         

  
 Job Evaluation 
 
The College assessments are currently undergoing first-scoring and we are about 50% 
complete, with just one query to date.  The second-scoring process is expected to be 
completed by April 2021.   
 
Facility Time  
 
UNISON continue to try to find a way to enable their National Reps to increase their 
involvement and influence in local matters.  They have now indicated that the proposals in 
respect of National Facility Time (12 days per year for 6 reps for NJNC discussions with 
additional time off as agreed by NJNC and all funded by Colleges) does not meet the 
needs of the support staff trade unions in the way that they do for EIS-FELA and that they 
would welcome the opportunity to amalgamate National (NJNC) Facility Time along with 
local branch facility time.  
 
It was agreed at a recent NJNC working group discussion that this approach might be 
beneficial for the sector as a whole, if the branch activity facility time was incorporated 
along with the proposals for National Facility Time, providing a different approach to that of 
the lecturing staff, as long as the level of time was reasonable and proportionate.  
 
It was agreed, therefore, that the staff side would provide an additional paper that sets out 
high level principles on the role of the branch, for example, branch officials not attending 
local Joint Negotiating Committee meetings unless invited or there was a matter of 
significant importance such as: 
 
o organisational reviews 

 
o redundancies  

 
o dismissal.  

 
It was agreed at the NJNC meeting that this clarification would be helpful to a number of 
colleges.  
 
The staff side paper was also intended to revisit its original request and advise the 
Employers’ Association of the roles/individuals it was seeking for release to allow detailed 
costings to be prepared and options for consideration at the Employers’ Association 
meeting.  This paper has not been received.  The matter is on the table for discussion at 
the Employer Association discussion meeting on 12th November – I shall provide a verbal 
update at the committee meeting.   
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Fair Work Statement 
 
The sector is being pressured by the Scottish Government and Trades Unions to agree a 
sector Fair Work Statement, based upon the work of the Scottish Fair Work Convention 
(see link).  
 
https://www.fairworkconvention.scot/ 
 
The attached draft is being discussed by the Employers Association on 12th November.   
 

Fair Work Statement 

- Draft.docx
   paper 3 
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PAY AND CONDITIONS CLAIM FOR SUPPORT STAFF IN SCOPE OF THE N.J.N.C. 
IN SCOTTISH FURTHER EDUCATION COLLEGES 

SUBMITTED BY UNISON, UNITE AND GMB 

A PACKAGE FOR THE ‘NEW NORMAL’ 

1. INTRODUCTION

This package claim is submitted by UNISON on behalf of support staff working for all Further 
Education Colleges in scope of the NRPA for Scottish Further Education. The claim is set at a level 
that we believe recognises the following key points: 

• Major increases in the cost of living over recent years have significantly reduced the
value of staff wages;

• Appropriate reward is needed to sustain the morale and productivity of staff in their crucial
role of delivering high quality services;

• Appropriate reward is needed for the increased workload and stress placed on staff
against a background of major budget cuts and the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic

• Average pay settlements across the economy have been running ahead of those received
by College support staff over recent years.

The accompanying provisions seek to establish new ways of working for support staff to allow for greater 
home/work balance; flexible working; established home working where appropriate; new ways of 
travelling to work. The flat rate claim is of lesser value than would be advanced as a standalone financial 
award as our members place good store in measures that will help protect their wider wellbeing (and that 
of their family units). 

There is an opportunity to be bold and innovative in establishing new patterns of work for the post-covid 
‘new normal’. 

2. PACKAGE  SUMMARY

From 1 September 2020: 

(a) Home working provisions backdated to start of homeworking as outlined in Annex 1.
(b) A 4-day working week at no loss of earnings based on a 32-hour week Annex 2.
(c) Establish an urgent joint working group to agree resources and measures to support staff mental health
and wellbeing.  Outputs to be agreed by end of August 2020. Annex 3
(d) A £1,100 flat rate increase on all salary points from September 2020.
(e) Levelling of Annual leave entitlement for all colleges to 49 days, an end to annual
leave embargoes and a permanent agreement to carry forward 5 days annual leave.
(f) Payment of £500 allowance to all First Aiders (including on rota’s) by September 2020; payment of
£750 allowance to trained Mental Health First Aiders.
(g) Green travel schemes to provide for cycle purchase loans and allowances for cycling to work as
outlined in Annex 4.
(h) Breaks of 15 minutes in mornings and afternoons for all staff in sector Annex 5.
(i) Phase 2 of harmonisation of terms and conditions as outlined in Annex 6.
(i) Introduction of a national flexi-time scheme.
(k) Extension of anti-social payments to apply out with core hours.  Namely from 18.00 to 08.00.

Appendix 3



3.  FALLING VALUE OF PAY 
 
The table below demonstrates the major fall in living standards suffered by staff over recent years. 
 

 [Organisation] pay increases Rise in cost of living13 

(as measured by Retail Prices 
Index) 

2015 1% or £300 1.0% 
2016 1% or £300 1.8% 
2017 £425 3.6% 

2018/19 2/3% or £650 3.3% (2.5%) 
 
The cost of living has risen by 33.6% over the last ten years.  Pay in further education as a consequence of 
Government policy of pay restraints has meant that thousands of pounds have been cut out of the value of 
staff wages.  For the value of staff wages not to fall back even further, they must at least keep pace with 
predicted rises in the cost of living, which Treasury forecasts put at 2.4% in 2020, rising to 3.4% by 2023, in 
line with the graph below. Since VOCID-19 the cost of living has increased.  It is unlikely that this will 
reduce and a pay increase will go some way to enabling education workers to contribute to economic 
recovery. 
  
Source: HM Treasury, Forecasts for the UK Economy, December 2019 

 
 

 
 

 
In this context £1,100 flat rate represents a 5.5 % increase at £20k per annum and 3% at £36.5k. An increase 
above inflation for College Support Staff in one year after a decade of decline would not be unreasonable. In 
particular as a reflection of the increased workload and pressures to maintain quality services to students after a 
decade of staff cuts national and local re-organisation of support services. 
 
The Scottish Government Pay Policy is a significant benchmark when considering the reasonableness of any 

settlement in Scotland’s FE Colleges.  With the lifting of the ‘pay cap’ and the guidance contained in the 
Ministerial Letter of Guidance to the SFC in terms of senior staff pay, there must now be an acknowledgement 

that real terms pay cuts are no longer sustainable and expectations are that this will translate into a 

meaningful pay increase for staff in the sector in line with the £1,100 consolidated flat rated increase which 
we have submitted here. 

Civil servants and employees of NDPBs have already been paid out 3% ‘on account’ as at 1 April 2020, 
without prejudice to this year’s collective bargaining processes. 
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4. QUALITY SERVICES/INCREASING WORKLOADS 

The Scottish Government, in its publication ‘Scotland’s Colleges: Delivering for All’, acknowledged that ‘the 
quality of learning at colleges has never been higher’ and the correlation between this, better outcomes for 
students and the positive impact on the Scottish economy as a whole.  It is time to acknowledge the pivotal 

role which support staff, as well as lecturing staff, play in delivering improved life chances, generating a 

more skilled workforce and addressing inequality within society. 

In 2018/19 there were 5,548 support staff (51% of total workforce). Demand has not reduced and productivity 

and quality of services to students has been sustained. 

5. NEW WAYS OF WORKING 
 
The package outlined is designed to enable the Sector to be a leader in news ways of working in the post 
COVID ‘new normal’ where more support to students (and teaching and learning) will be established online. 
Productivity need not suffer by these measures which have inherent efficiencies. Spreading work processes 
and input over more flexible patterns on a digital platforms will allow many of the benefits born out of 
necessity in the ‘lockdown’ period become new established norms. 
 
 
 
June 2020 
UNISON, UNITE, GMB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ANNEX 1 HOMEWORKING PROVISION 
 
 

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) states that from 6 April 2020 employers can agree to a 
flat-rate payment of £6 per week or £26 per month for monthly paid employees to an employee working 

regularly at home without the employer having to justify the amount paid.  If the £6 guideline rate is paid 

the employee does not have to keep any records to demonstrate the additional expenditure. HMRC 

expects that £6 per week would be sufficient for most cases, particularly where the additional costs are 

only for heating and lighting the work area (for tax years 2012 to 2020 the guideline rate was £4 per week 

or £18 per month for monthly paid employees). Further details from the government at 

www.gov.uk/expenses-and-benefits-homeworking  

Colleges to agree to payment of this tax-free allowance of £6 p/w or £26 per month. 

Workers will not be able to claim tax relief for things that are used for both private and work use, for 

example, rent or broadband access (unless the employee did not previously have broadband and it has 

been solely set up for work use). It is possible to seek to negotiate an employer contribution towards 

internet costs. For example, there is a long-standing Homeworking agreement in the Care Inspectorate 

which provides for a contributory payment of £18 per month (taxable) towards broadband use at home. 

Colleges to agree to payment £18 per month towards the above expenditure. 

Colleges should fully reimburse all costs associated with any agreed technological equipment or 
physical aids such as laptop, printer, toner, laptop raiser, mouse mat, stationery, office furniture where 
staff have had to buy these. Such costs should be reimbursed in full in accordance with local 
processing timeframes for payroll and payment of expenses. This would include any costs incurred for 
shipping/delivery or travel where an employee has had to make a journey to purchase/collect 
homeworking equipment. 
 
Colleges agree to reimburse staff in full for purchases of this type. 

 
It is also recognised that staff members may be using personal equipment (e.g. printer/personal laptop) 
in order to work from home and that increased regular use of these items will mean wear and tear. 
Where these arrangements apply and where agreed, a contributory payment for 
maintenance/replacement of £10 per month (taxable) will be paid in accordance with local 
payroll/expenses processing time-frames.  

Colleges to agree to payment £10 per month for use of the above. 

All costs payable should be backdated to the commencement of homeworking and should be paid for 
the duration of homeworking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gov.uk/expenses-and-benefits-homeworking


ANNEX 2 - 4 DAY WEEK 
 
History 
 
Unions have long been at the forefront of campaigning for shorter working time and the fight for decent 
working hours. The nineteenth century socialist pioneer Robert Owen first popularised the demand for an 
8-hour day with the slogan: ‘Eight hours' labour, Eight hours' recreation, Eight hours' rest’. 
 
It was a long, hard fight. The first legislation to put clear limits on the working day didn’t arrive until the 1874 
Factory Acts – and at ten hours they still fell short of union demands. By 1890, the international trade union 
movement was calling for ‘a great international demonstration’ in all countries and cities in favour of an 
eight-hour day. Hundreds of thousands gathered at Hyde Park that May Day, but workers would have to 
wait until the early 1900s before it was adopted in some key industries. Yet by the time the International 
Labour Organisation (ILO) met for the first time in 1919, ‘the principle of the 8 hours day or of the 48 hours 
week’ was so widely accepted that it formed the basis for the organisation’s first convention. Trade unions 
had succeeded in changing the argument – and showing that the benefits of new technology could be 
passed on to workers and employers alike. 
 
Present day 
 
Today we’re living through another period of intense technological and social change. And like our 
predecessors, we demand a fair share for workers. That’s why it’s time to look at shortening the working 
week again. Today, people take the five-day working week for granted. But history shows that it was only 
won by unions standing up against harsh working conditions and a decent work-life balance. 

Today, 63 per cent of Britons support a four-day full-time working week, according to YouGov data. People 
in the UK have the most enthusiasm for a four-day week out of seven nations surveyed, including France, 
Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland and Sweden. But the UK also works longer hours than anywhere else 
in the EU, according to the TUC, and productivity has slumped since the financial crisis, with workers 
producing 16 per cent less on average than counterparts in other members of the Group of Seven leading 
economies in 2016, according to data from the ONS. 

 
The SNP had a motion tabled at National Conference to implement review of working practices including 
4DWW. The Green Party called for a 4DWW in its election campaign and the Official Labour Party Policy 
supports a 4DWW 
 
Productivity 
 
https://time.com/4621185/worker-productivity-countries/ 
https://www.scotsman.com/business/four-day-working-week-way-ahead-256151 
 
Not only does a 4-day work week increase employee satisfaction, company commitment and teamwork, but 
it also decreases stress levels. Even better, reducing employees’ work schedules to a 4-day work week 
doesn’t harm their productivity or company output. 
 
Gothenburg’s Toyota factory moved mechanics to a six-hour day, resulting in a cut in the working week 
from 40 hours to 30 hours. The company found that output rose by 14% and profits by 25%, while a 
spokesperson note that “staff feel better, there is lower turnover and it is easier to recruit new people . 
 
Health / Wellbeing 
 
Benefits obvious again from Perpetual Guardian study: 
https://outlook.office.com/mail/AAMkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAu
AAAAAADTa5x%2BgcoFQZ2EXriv3TZtAQCQMXYmwWUfQaodveypkqacAAU3GPMkAAA%3D/id/AAQkA
GM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAQAH%2FR0BOPc1hMv6AITvrNVZ0%
3D 
 
A 4-day week can lead to happier and more committed employees. Employees are less likely to be 
stressed or take sick leave as they have plenty of time to rest and recover. As a result, they return to work 
feeling ready to take on new challenges. 

https://www.tuc.org.uk/news/british-workers-putting-longest-hours-eu-tuc-analysis-finds
https://www.tuc.org.uk/news/british-workers-putting-longest-hours-eu-tuc-analysis-finds
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/productivitymeasures/bulletins/internationalcomparisonsofproductivityfinalestimates/2016
https://time.com/4621185/worker-productivity-countries/
https://www.scotsman.com/business/four-day-working-week-way-ahead-256151
https://outlook.office.com/mail/AAMkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAuAAAAAADTa5x%2BgcoFQZ2EXriv3TZtAQCQMXYmwWUfQaodveypkqacAAU3GPMkAAA%3D/id/AAQkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAQAH%2FR0BOPc1hMv6AITvrNVZ0%3D
https://outlook.office.com/mail/AAMkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAuAAAAAADTa5x%2BgcoFQZ2EXriv3TZtAQCQMXYmwWUfQaodveypkqacAAU3GPMkAAA%3D/id/AAQkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAQAH%2FR0BOPc1hMv6AITvrNVZ0%3D
https://outlook.office.com/mail/AAMkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAuAAAAAADTa5x%2BgcoFQZ2EXriv3TZtAQCQMXYmwWUfQaodveypkqacAAU3GPMkAAA%3D/id/AAQkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAQAH%2FR0BOPc1hMv6AITvrNVZ0%3D
https://outlook.office.com/mail/AAMkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAuAAAAAADTa5x%2BgcoFQZ2EXriv3TZtAQCQMXYmwWUfQaodveypkqacAAU3GPMkAAA%3D/id/AAQkAGM3ZjllZmYzLTRlMTItNDk5YS05N2M4LWQxNzg3NWFmYjYwYgAQAH%2FR0BOPc1hMv6AITvrNVZ0%3D


From 2015 to 2017, Sweden conducted a trial study into a shorter work week. Nurses at a care home 
worked only 6 hours for five days a week. Results were largely positive with nurses logging less sick hours, 
reporting better health and mental wellbeing and greater engagement as they arranged 85% more activities 
for patients in their care. 
 
Importance of non-work time for our mental and physical health and for our sense of wellbeing in general 
and is a positive action for Scottish Govt Wellbeing Strategy 
 
The City of Reykavik and the BSRD union reached an agreement to launch a trial in 2015 with over 300 
local authority employees reducing their work by four or five hours a week. A report into the impact found 
that sickness had declined, and employee satisfaction had risen, with no loss in overall productivity. As a 
result, the trial was made permanent and extended to 2,200 workers. 
 
Social / Gender Equality 
 
Research on the Gender Pay Gap from the Government Equalities Office shows that roughly two million 
British people are not currently in employment due to childcare responsibilities and 89% of these people 
are women. A 4-day work week would promote a more equal workplace as employees would be able to 
spend more time with their families and better juggle care and work commitments. 
 
Women are burdened with the vast amount of familial care and housework still to this day. In an age when 
dual-income households are common, this effectively constitutes a ‘second shift’. Sedimented family 
obligations often mean that women are in more part-time jobs than men, which typically pay less relatively 
and offer fewer opportunities for career progression than fulltime work. A shorter working waged week is a 
necessary (if not sufficient) condition for time equality between the genders, which in turn lays the 
groundwork for the possible transformation of some of these tendencies. 
 
Environmental 
 
Countries with shorter working hours typically have a smaller carbon footprint so reducing our work week 
from 5 to 4 days could have an environmental benefit too. Shortening our working week means that 
employees don’t need to commute as much and large office buildings are only in use four days a week. 
 
A trial conducted by the US state of Utah for government employees showed a significant ecological impact 
from reducing the average work week from five to four days using a compressed work schedule. During the 
first ten months, the project saved over US$1.8m (£1.36m) in energy costs and a reduction of at least 6,000 
metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions from closing the large office building on Fridays. If employees’ 
commutes are also included, Utah estimated that it could save 12,000 metric tons of CO2, the equivalent of 
removing 2,300 cars off the road for one year, simply by working one day less a week! 
 
Climate Emergency – Glasgow COP 26. Real tangible action. 
 
Industry 4.0 
 
AI technology will significantly disrupt every aspect of every industry in every country including how and 
when we work. Within the near future, we’re likely to see an increase in remote and more flexible work 
schedules like the 4-day work week. In fact, the TUC thinks that a 4-day work week could become a reality 
within this century if businesses are forced to share the benefits of new technology with their employees. 
Recruitment / Retention 
 
The F.E. sector as an exemplar of modern working practices could find it easier to recruit and retain top 
talent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38843341
https://www.sage.com/en-gb/blog/gender-pay-gap-reporting/
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/bank-holiday-three-day-weekends-climate-change-environment-working-hours-a7215421.html
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/four-day-workweek-energy-environment-economics-utah/


Conclusion 
 
It has been evidenced that not only does a 4-day work week increase employee satisfaction, company 
commitment and teamwork, but it also decreases stress levels. Furthermore, reducing employees’ work 
schedules to a 4-day work week doesn’t diminish their productivity or company output. 
 

“This report is part of an important and growing body of research that is steadfastly putting paid to the idea 
that the length of the working week is set in stone. It’s increasingly clear it is not. In fact, as this report 
demonstrates, working less may actually be the key to better distributed, sustainable economic prosperity. 
Whether the 4th industrial revolution and its implications for the future of labour happen as many predict or 
not, the issue of catastrophic climate and ecosystem breakdown is real and upon us now. The science tells 
we have around a decade to take radical action. Fail to do so and the implications for global civilisation are 
grim. Working fewer hours, reducing consumption for its own sake, expanding our free time, improving 
ourselves and moving towards a more post-material society maybe all that stands between a prosperous 
future and a dark, dystopian one.” 
Clive Lewis MP, for Norwich South 

 

 

https://progressiveeconomyforum.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/08/PEF_Skidelsky_How_to_achieve_shorter_working_hours.pdf - 

In depth report on shorter working hours 

 

https://autonomy.work/portfolio/the-shorter-working-week-a-report-from-autonomy-in-

collaboration-with-members-of-the-4-day-week-campaign/ - Comprehensive coverage of 

the benefits of a 4DWW 

 

https://www.tuc.org.uk/blogs/four-day-week-decent-pay-all-its-future - TUC Perspective 

 

https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news/simply-business-to-trial-four-day-working-

week/1430258.article - UK Example 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/04/microsoft-japan-four-day-work-

week-productivity – International Example 

 

https://www.thenational.scot/news/18138813.scots-firm-hails-new-four-day-work-week/ 

- Recent Scottish example of implementation of 4DWW 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://progressiveeconomyforum.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/PEF_Skidelsky_How_to_achieve_shorter_working_hours.pdf
https://progressiveeconomyforum.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/PEF_Skidelsky_How_to_achieve_shorter_working_hours.pdf
https://autonomy.work/portfolio/the-shorter-working-week-a-report-from-autonomy-in-collaboration-with-members-of-the-4-day-week-campaign/
https://autonomy.work/portfolio/the-shorter-working-week-a-report-from-autonomy-in-collaboration-with-members-of-the-4-day-week-campaign/
https://www.tuc.org.uk/blogs/four-day-week-decent-pay-all-its-future
https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news/simply-business-to-trial-four-day-working-week/1430258.
https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news/simply-business-to-trial-four-day-working-week/1430258.
https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news/simply-business-to-trial-four-day-working-week/1430258.article
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/04/microsoft-japan-four-day-work-week-productivity
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/04/microsoft-japan-four-day-work-week-productivity
https://www.thenational.scot/news/18138813.scots-firm-hails-new-four-day-work-week/


ANNEX 3 – MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING GROUP 
 
The good mental health and wellbeing of all staff is essential.  The outcomes of a survey of Unite reps across 

multiple sectors has indicated that this is one of their key concerns.  Measures and resources to allow them to 

support members are therefore vital. The WHO has also advised that the impacts of COVID-19 will have a 

significant detrimental impact on the health and wellbeing of the population.  We would request that a joint 

working group is established to agree resources and measures to support staff mental health and wellbeing, both 

to address the immediate aftermath of COVID-19 and ensure longer term support.  Many staff in Colleges are also 

directly involved in supporting student wellbeing, it is equally vital therefore that staff themselves are provided 

with proper support. This will have a positive impact in a number of ways including reduction in sickness absence 

and an overall healthier workforce and college environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ANNEX 4 - SUBSIDISED TRANSPORT 
 
 

Outline 
 
We invite the SFC to work with universities and colleges to develop a more ambitious agenda on climate 
change...  With the SFC’s support, Scotland has already almost halved emissions since 1990 while growing 
the economy, increasing employment and productivity.  It is important that we continue in this vein and I 
expect you to play a central role in achieving that.  (Ministerial letter of guidance to colleges 2019 2020 
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/AboutUs/SFC_Letter_of_Guidance_2019-20.pdf)  
 
We will publish a new National Transport Strategy later this year which will redefine investment priorities to 
put sustainable transport at the heart of decision-making and ensure that transport plays a key role in 
delivering net zero emissions by 2045. (Protecting Scotland's Future: the Government's Programme for 
Scotland 2019-2020,  
https://www.gov.scot/publications/protecting-scotlands-future-governments-programme-scotland-2019-
20/pages/2/)  
 
Developing sustainable travel options which are accessible to everyone is essential to creating a low-carbon 
future and reducing the impacts of climate change. Currently two-thirds of all commuting is done by car; this 
is not sustainable. This is also an equality issue – women and people from deprived areas 
disproportionately rely on public transport. (https://greens.scot/scotland-can/connect-people)  
 
When announcing this year’s SNP-Green budget deal, finance Secretary Kate Forbes said that free bus 
travel would provide a step change in helping tackle change. 
 
A subsidy from F.E.  employers for the costs of public transport would encourage some support staff to travel 
by more sustainable methods instead of their cars, while also assisting lower paid workers who already take 
public transport with saving money. This would be a positive, progressive move for the sector and would be 
among the first to include environmental proposals within a national pay offer. This proposal could and should 
be employer friendly, as it would be consistent with the Scottish Government’s agenda on sustainability. We 
believe there would be a gradual take up of this offer and is then easily affordable, as well as having the 
potential to be a good news story for both the sector and the union. 
 
Proposal 
 

• One third proportion of a year’s bus pass is paid for in advance by the college. 

 

Or 
 

• If a member of staff can prove they have bought 3 monthly passes in a row, they will receive 

one month’s equivalent in next pay slip. 

 

• Introduction of £0.20 per mile expenses rate for every cycle user for cycle wear and tear.  

 

• Introduction of UK Cycle to Work scheme in all Colleges for all support staff 

 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/8

45725/cycle-to-work-guidance.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/AboutUs/SFC_Letter_of_Guidance_2019-20.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/publications/protecting-scotlands-future-governments-programme-scotland-2019-20/pages/2/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/protecting-scotlands-future-governments-programme-scotland-2019-20/pages/2/
https://greens.scot/scotland-can/connect-people
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.publishing.service.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fuploads%2Fsystem%2Fuploads%2Fattachment_data%2Ffile%2F845725%2Fcycle-to-work-guidance.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Ccgreenshields%40glasgowkelvin.ac.uk%7C36b99d1dd374431cf61008d8092f6ae4%7C6f0c84bd6c8848519207e65e39645f16%7C0%7C1%7C637269446554591409&sdata=0JR1nNHJPJ%2FTHtz2EPCP1VPKSCEvx6z%2BQ0mRZZIQZNA%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.publishing.service.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fuploads%2Fsystem%2Fuploads%2Fattachment_data%2Ffile%2F845725%2Fcycle-to-work-guidance.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Ccgreenshields%40glasgowkelvin.ac.uk%7C36b99d1dd374431cf61008d8092f6ae4%7C6f0c84bd6c8848519207e65e39645f16%7C0%7C1%7C637269446554591409&sdata=0JR1nNHJPJ%2FTHtz2EPCP1VPKSCEvx6z%2BQ0mRZZIQZNA%3D&reserved=0


ANNEX 5 – SUPPORT STAFF BREAKS 
 
UNISON recently conducted a Freedom of Information survey across the sector to ascertain arrangements 
for support staff breaks across the sector. As expected, the results reveal a variable picture. The sectoral 
norm is that staff are being given paid breaks as part of their terms and conditions of employment and 
UNISON welcomes these findings. 
 
Responses from 12 of 21 colleges indicated clearly defined arrangements for paid breaks with others 
pointing to a less clear position whereby the taking of breaks was a discretionary matter. A further handful 
of colleges do not offer support staff paid tea breaks at all. Members at one of these colleges in particular, 
in a separate member survey, indicated that they do not regularly get breaks at all or that they get breaks 
only at their workstations. 47% of respondents at the same college said they were not allowed to have 
breaks. An overwhelming 96% of respondents there were in agreement that support staff should receive 
paid tea breaks as part of their terms and conditions of employment, as is the case for their lecturing 
colleagues there and across Scotland. 
 
As breaks are crucial to staff wellbeing, we include a claim for a 15-minute paid morning and a 15 
minute paid afternoon tea break for all support staff additional to current local provisions for lunch 
breaks.  
 
The UNISON paper SOS Stressed Out Staff in Scotland's Colleges would lend weight to the notion that the 
sector should seek to harmonise arrangements to formally establish the sectoral norm. Between April 2014 
and March 2017 over 1500 staff members (the majority support staff) listed stress as one of the reasons for 
sickness with a 37% rise in numbers over three years up to March 2017. In a national member survey 
conducted in 2018, almost 69% of respondents felt that their stress issues were not dealt with by the 
Colleges in a satisfactory way. UNISON has called on a number of measures to date to address the 
published findings of the 2019 SOS paper and Colleges Scotland has publicly indicated by way of response 
that discussions would be taken forward regarding these matters but to date, these actions remain 
outstanding. We believe formalisation of paid tea breaks would be a small step towards alleviating support 
staff stress.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ANNEX 6 – PHASE 2 Terms and Conditions harmonisation 
 
MISCELLANEOUS LEAVE 
 

Parental Leave 

 

A maximum of 15 working days will be paid 

and 75 days unpaid per child pro rata.  

Entitlement is based on children’s age. A 
maximum of 20 days, (five days paid) can be 

taken per academic year. 

Dependant Leave 

 

A maximum of 3 working days per academic 

year  

Bereavement Leave 5 days leave. 

Time of to cope with personal or 

family difficulties 

Maximum of 3 days 

Domestic Emergencies Maximum of 3 days 

Leave for medical or dental 

treatment 

 

Out with normal working hours where 

reasonably practicable but where this is 

impractical reasonable leave with pay will be 

granted 

Examination and study leave 5 days 

Moving House / Wedding 1 Day / 1 Day 

Religious and Cultural Observance 

 

Employees who require time off for religious 

or cultural observance may receive the 

following – annual leave, unpaid leave, 

flexibility in hours 

Jury Duty Paid time off is granted when relevant 

paperwork is completed by the HR/ Payroll 

section 

I.V.F.  2 days. 
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Paper 3 

Introduction  
 
This statement, developed by Colleges Scotland, the College Development Network 
and the Scottish Funding Council, sets out the college sector’s commitment to fair work 
in line with the principles of the Fair Work Convention and associated Framework.  
This statement outlines the current position of the sector with regard to ensuring 
working practices have fairness at their core, and highlights the progress already made. 
The statement identifies areas where further development may be required and 
provides the basis of work to be put in place to develop a Fair Work Agreement with the 
recognised trade unions.  
 

The Fair Work Convention, established in 2015, aspires to make Scotland a world leading 
nation in fair work and the Framework states: “We believe that fair work is work that offers 
effective voice, opportunity, security, fulfilment and respect; that balances the rights 
and responsibilities of employers and workers and that can generate benefits for 
individuals, organisations and society”.  
 

Fair Work Framework – Five Dimensions 
  

The five dimensions of the Fair Work Framework and the associated work areas are 
detailed below.  
 
1. Effective Voice  

 
“Effective voice is much more than having a channel of communication available within 
organisations – though this is important. Effective voice requires a safe environment 
where dialogue and challenge are dealt with constructively and where employee views are 
sought out, listened to and can make a difference.”  
 
Individual colleges have established local consultative and negotiating committees 
supported by jointly agreed recognition and negotiation frameworks to facilitate the 
conduct of formal communications with the trade unions. The local arrangements are 
mirrored in the national arrangements for collective bargaining contained within the 
National Recognition and Procedures Agreement (NRPA). Both locally and nationally, 
arrangements are in place to allow trade unions the appropriate facility time to support 
effective dialogue.  
 
In respect of the wider communication with staff, colleges have adopted good practice in 

employee engagement by implementing a number of initiatives including employee 

forums, online communication portals, all staff meetings, briefings and staff newsletters. 

Commitment  
 
Colleges commit to further developing, in partnership with the trade unions, good 
practice in ensuring ‘effective voice’.  
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2. Opportunity  
 

“Fair opportunity allows people to access and progress in work and employment and is a 
crucial dimension of fair work. Meeting legal obligations in terms of ensuring equal access 
to work and equal opportunities in work sets a minimum floor for fair work.”  
 
Colleges have established a range of flexible working policies and practices which 
support diversity and inclusion and equality of access to employment and development 
opportunities. Colleges are committed to the development of National Family Friendly 
Policies and locally adopt flexible working practices.  
In addition, colleges provide and develop opportunities for modern apprentices across a 
number of skill bases as well as undertaking regular equal pay monitoring and taking 
steps to address any pay gaps.  
 
Commitment 

Colleges are committed to further develop policies and practices, in partnership with the 

trade unions and other key partners, which support people to access and progress in 

their employment. 

 
3. Security  
 
“Security of employment, work and income are important foundations of a successful 
life”.  
Colleges are is committed to paying the Living Wage and all NRPA signatory colleges 
are either fully accredited or actively working towards full accreditation.  
 
In recognition of the importance of job security and pay, colleges have a National 
Agreement in respect of salary conservation and working hours.  
 
Colleges recognise that organisational/workforce change can have a significant impact 
on employees and therefore it is a fundamental principle, in all colleges, that, in 
effecting such change, consultation and communication with trade unions and 
employees will be ongoing throughout the process.  
 
Colleges are is working in collaboration with the support staff trade unions to develop a 

National Organisational/Workforce Change Policy which will provide the foundation for 

good practice across the sector. Good practice will mean that the effects of change in 

respect of job security and pay are minimised wherever possible and measures, such 

as access to training and supported redeployment are put in place to support staff. 

Commitment  
 
Colleges commit to continue to work in partnership with the support staff trade unions to 

develop a national policy on Organisational/Workforce Change whilst continuing to 

apply good practice locally in terms of employment practices. Colleges and the support 
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staff trade unions further commit to working in partnership with College Development 

Network to develop appropriate national training programmes. 

 
4. Fulfilment  

 
“Access to work that is as fulfilling as it is capable of being is an important aspiration”. 
 

Colleges recognise that job satisfaction is a key factor in both individual and 
organisational well-being. Colleges already have in place a number of programmes and 
practices designed to support fulfilment at work, including investment in training and 
skills development and shadowing, mentoring and secondment opportunities.  
Colleges also recognise that employment policies and practices should not provide 
barriers to fulfilment at work and that job descriptions and employment contracts are 
reviewed and updated, reflect the requirements of the role, and meet legislative 
requirements.  
 
Commitment  
 
Colleges commit to working in partnership with the trade unions and other key partners, 

to further develop policies and good practice which support individual and organisational 

well-being. 

 
5. Respect  

 
“Fair Work in which people are respected and treated respectfully, whatever their role and 
status. Respect involves recognising others as dignified human beings and recognising 
their standing and personal worth. At its most basic, respect involves ensuring the health, 
safety and well-being of others”.  
 

Colleges are responsible on an individual basis for the safety and well-being of their 
employees and will already have established health and safety policies and practices to 
support this.  
 
In addition, colleges have a range of practices in place to promote physical and mental 
health in the workplace, supported by, for example, a suite of arrangements in respect 
of occupational health, counselling, mental health awareness, employee assistance 
programmes and initiatives to promote well-being.  
 
Colleges expect all staff to adopt certain standards of behaviour and conduct in the 

workplace and will have a range of policies and practices in place to promote and 

support such standards and to deal with any breaches. This will include formal training 

programmes and ongoing monitoring and review. Colleges may also have guidance or 

procedures in place to ensure that expected standards of behaviour are also applied by 

all college users and visitors. 
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Commitment  

 
Colleges commit to working in partnership with the trade unions, and other key partners, 

to further develop good practice to ensure that individuals are treated with due regard 

and respect. 
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1 Introduction 

 
The Risk Register has been split into ‘Risk Areas’ based on the structure and 
contents of the NHC Strategic plan for 2018-20. Eash areas has been assigned to a  
BOM Committee for the purposes of monitoring and review, as set out below.    
 
There is no ‘Risk Cluster’ specifically identified for the Audit and Risk Management 
Committee as the overall management of Risks are within this Committee’s Terms of 
Reference. 
 
At a strategic level, six risk areas are identified and the register has been formatted 
to clearly show firstly the allocation of risks areas to each committee and then the 
detail of the elements contained within each Risk, the mitigation measures applicable 
and proposed improvement actions. The template also indicates the likely direction 
in movement of the risk factor. 
 

Our Strategic Aim is : Board Committee 

 Risk Area 1: Curriculum. 

 

The College will refresh and grow its provision by 
continually improving established courses and 
introducing new programmes in response to the needs 
of our students and stakeholders 
 

 
 LT&R 

Risk Area 2 : Services 

  

The quality and reputation of our student services will 

help make us the student destination of choice 

 

LT&R 

 Risk Area 3 : Research. 

 

Our Research will be sustainable, widely recognised and 
will focus on meeting the key targets of the University of 
the Highlands & Islands 
 

 
 

LT&R 

 Risk Area 4: Finances. 

 

To improve our financial standing by securing new sources of 

income, making best use of our resources and by managing risk 

effectively 

 

 

 
F&GP 

 Risk Area 5 : Staff. 
 
Failure to attract, retain and develop a workforce                
committed to our values and the achievement of our 
mission. 

 
 

 HR 

 Risk Area 6 : Facilities. 
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We aim to provide safe and secure Facilities which will 
fully support our students and staff in achieving their 
goals 
 

 F&GP 

 
The rankings shown on the risk register range from one (1) to five (5) against each 
criteria of likelihood and impact  
 

 Low High 

Likelihood 1 5 

Impact 1 5 

Risk Factor/Residual Risk = Likelihood x Impact 

 
   
 
The risk factor will be classified as High, Medium or Low Risk 
 

(H) High 16 – 25  

   

(M) Medium 9 – 15  

   

(L) Low   1 – 8  
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2 Scoring 
 
Likelihood: 
 

5- Highly likely:  
 
4- Probable:  
  
3- Occasional:  
  
2- Remote:  
  
1- Unlikely:   

 
Impact 
 

5- Catastrophic: Catastrophic and unrecoverable damage to college  
     infrastructure /reputation/staff or student relations 

 
4- Critical:  Major damage or impact 
 
3- Serious:  Serious damage or impact 
 
2- Marginal:  Minor impact or outcome 
 
1- Negligible:  Minor, little consequence 

 
 
   
    5 
 
 

 
 
    4 
 
 
 
    3 
 
 
 
    2 
 
 
 
    1 
 
 
    
              1  2                3          4            5 

North Highland College Risk Register  2017/2018  Board Committee 

5 10 15 20 25 

4 8 12 16 20 

3 6 

 

9 
12 15 

2 4 6 8 10 
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Risk Area 5 : Staff. 
 
Failure to attract, retain and develop a workforce                
committed to our values and the achievement of our mission. 
 

 
Human Resources (HR) 

Risk Owner(s): Principal + HR Manager  Likelihood of change in 
residual risk:  
1 very likely to fall,  5 likely 
to remain the same, 10 
very likely to rise 
1-4 Green likely to fall 
6-10 Red likely to rise 

5      

 
 
 

5      

4      4      

3      3      

2      2      

1      1      

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
                                 Un-mitigated Position                   Mitigated 
Position 

7 

Elements of risk: Failure to; 

5.1 Be INNOVATIVE in our recruitment practices to attract new talent into the College and 
the North Highland area. 
5.2 INVEST in the retention of our staff by providing a challenging and supportive 
working environment. 
5.3 EMPOWER our staff to be creative and enterprising in their work practices. 
5.4 Enable our staff to DEVELOP professionally in meeting the needs of a modern tertiary 
education sector through effective and comprehensive staff appraisal and performance 
management arrangements. 
5.5 Support staff in their aspirations to become FUTURE leaders. 
5.6 ENGAGE and consult effectively with staff in our decision making. 
5.7 Secure EFFECTIVE industrial relations nationally and locally. 
5.8 COMPLY with relevant statutory regulations. 
5.9 Communicate our VALUES to our staff. 
5.10 Maintain an effective COMMUNICATIONS strategy. 
5.11 Plan and prepare for the absence of KEY POST HOLDERS. 
5.12 Ensure that staff are working safety from home. 
5.13 Implement COVID-19 protocols that protect staff and students 

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk: 

 

 Staffing policies and processes monitored by senior managers and HR office staff. 

 Annual staffing reviews completed as part of the College Budget Management and Curriculum 
Review processes. 

 Annual staff performance appraisals featuring objective setting and reviews. 

 College Reward & Recognition scheme 

 College staff development programme and related activities, eg staff conferences. 

 Consultation with managers and through them with their teams at team meetings. 

 Formal feedback from HISA Representatives and the Learner Council. 

 Principal’s all-staff updates. 

 College representation on Colleges Scotland strategic fora including the College Principals 
Group and Employers Association. 

 Operation and development of the college’s local formal liaison arrangements with Trade 
Unions.  
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Existing information or procedures indicating how well risk is being managed: 

 HR Manager’s reports to PRG and HR Committee. 

 Staff and student surveys. 

 Board remuneration committee papers. 

 Monitoring of operational plans. 
 Feedback from teams through their managers to ADG, SSG and PRG. 

 Informal and formal feedback through students, course team reports and steering groups. 

 

Actions planned to reduce or remove the 
impact or likelihood of the risk 

Who When 
 

Completed (11) 

Revision of NHC Appraisal policy & procedure  AD Corp 
Services 

Sept 2019 Revised policy to be 
approved for 

implementation in 20/21 

Colleges Scotland Employers Association 
membership and representation  

Principal + AD 
Corp Services 

2019/20 
ongoing 

 

  Appointment of new NHC Principal BoM Chair  From Oct  
2020  

In progress 

Design & implementation of new NHC Exec 
Development programme 

Principal + 
PRG 

From Jan 2020 Limited progress. 

Review of future Support Staff needs & 
deployment 

PRG + Support 
managers 

Jan 2020 
onwards 

 Being reviewed in line 
with UHI PB actions on 

Staffing (recs 7-9) 
NHC LEAN systems 
evaluation exercises 

commenced in Jan 20.    

Support and advice to Support Staff 
participating in the National JE scheme 
exercise 

Principal + AD 
Corp Services 

Ongoing to 
scheme 

completion 

 

Line Managers to maintain effective keeping 
in touch arrangements and provide direction 
for workloads.  HR to tap into National trends 
and mitigations.  

Line 
Management + 

HR team + 
PRG 

Ongoing  

LMs to monitor and report to HR all issues as 
early as possible. 
 
HR to monitor and assess whether 
interventions are essential.  Decisions on 
essential (travel/transportation of equipment) 
can be made to reflect the circumstances.  If 
no justification, employee can be placed on 
SPLWP. 

Line 
Management + 

HR team 

Ongoing  
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PRG to review national policies and sector 
guidance. Review of the estate (for COVID 
measures), with social distancing and contact 
control measures implemented on campus. 

PRG + Director 
of ETEC + 

Estate 
Manager 

During 
lockdown 

period 

Interventions made and 
COVID-19 measures 

presented to the August 
BoM 


